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User Defined Prewrites for Increasing Concurrency in Design
Databases
Sanjay Kumar Madria and Abdullah Embonig
School of Computer Sciences
University Sains Malaiysia
11800 Minden, Penang, Malaysia
skm@cs.usm.my, ae@cs.rusm.my
Many concunrency control protocols a~
based am the notion of locks [1,2,5,6,7] where a
data object in the database can be accessed only
after a llock on that object has been acquired for
the ducation of the read or writes. That is, a m d
(write) operation can be executed only after a
read(write)-lock is obtained. After acquiring the
locks, the transaction executes its operations and
then may release the locks. Since read operations
do not conflict, many read transactions may share
the read-lock on an object but sharing is not
permiteed if one of the lock is a write-lock. The
above model is more suitable for database
managc:"ent systems that support shortduration
transacitions that read a n d write data objects for a
short period of time. However, the l o n g d u d o n
transactions [8,9,10,1I] which mainly occurs in
engineering design [ l l ] or large sofhvare
development applicalions [lo], access large
volume of data objects. Therefore, in such cases,
the tmditional concwxncy control algorithms
based on above protocols suffer from performance
degradation. Due to isolation requirements cf
these pirotocols, the designs can not be released
for viewing until the transaction commits.
Therefore, once the transaction acquires a writelock on the design, the other transactions have to
wait. Thus, if a short-duration transaction wants
to access the design objects held by a long
transaction, it will end up waiting for the longlived transaction to commit. Also, if a
transaction is considered as a unit .of work, a
significant amount of work may be lost in case cf
a failwe. A read trans;action should not wait for
very long in order to access the database designs.
Therefore, it is desirable to make the response cf
a system fast for read-only transactions.
Furthermore, the system should not delay shortduration transactions due to the presence of long
transacltions.
The transact~onmodels developed for
early database applicalions fall short of meeting

Abstract
In t h s paper, we introduce a prewrite operation
before a write operation is performed on design
databases, a database that consists of objects as
engmeering designs. A prewrite operation does
not actually make a design but it only makes
available the model of the design that the
transaction will produce in future. Once the
prewrite design by a transaction is announced,
the transaction executes a pre-commit operation.
After the pre-commit, read operations can access
the prewrite design even before the precommitted transaction has finally made the
design and committed. Therefore, our algorithm
increases the potential concurrency as compared
to the algorithms that permit only read and write
operations on the design objects. In our
algorithm, a user explicitly makes available a
prewrite model of the design to be finally
produced. Similarly, a read transaction also
mentions whether it wants to read a prewrite
version or the final version of the design.
Locking protocols using two phase locking are
given to control concurrent operations.

Keywords : Prewrite, design database,
commit, concurrency.
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1. Introduction
In a database system, users make access to
database by executing read and write operations.
A read operation on a database object does not
conflict with another read operation since neither
of them modifies the data object. A write
operation on the otherhand conflicts with both
read and write operations. A concurrency control
algorithm [1,2,3,4] is needed to control
interleaving of conflicting operations that
otherwise violate the consistency of the database.
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storage [1,16,17]. The failed transaction then
can restart from the state as exists at the time cf
failure [16]. If a transaction aborts before
executing all prewrite operations and a precommit, it is rolled back by discarding all the
announced prewrites.
In engineering design applications
[8,19], by introducing prewrite designs, shortduration transactions can access the model or
picture or the working copy of the design held by
a long transaction. Reads are allowed to access
the sketches once they are prewritten but before
they are actually made. Therefore, using
prewrites, one can have a system consisting cf
short and long transactions without causing
delay for short-duration transactions. Thus,
prewrites help in increasing the throughput of the
system by making the response of the system
faster for read-only operations. For read-only
transactions, the picture or the model of the
design to be produced is important rather then
the finally completed design. In the f d
production, the dimension or certain colour
combinations of the design may vary from the
prewrite version of the design, however, the readonly transactions are not affected.
In our algorithm, the user transactions
explicitly mention a prewrite operation before an
actual write. Also, user transactions explicitly
mention whether it wants to access the prewrite
design (we call it pre-read operation) or the final
design (we call it read operation). That is, the
existence of a prewrite is
visible to the
scheduler, data manager (DM) and to user
transactions. The user transaction submits
prewrite, pre-read, write and read for the design
objects it wants to access. Once a transaction is
submitted to the Data Manager (DM), the DM
analyses the received transaction. If the
transaction has a prewrite operation, the DM
will store the announced design for the object in
the prewrite-buffer. If the transaction has a preread operation, the DM will return the
corresponrling prewrite design from the prewritebuffer. If the operation is a read, it returns the
final produced design from the write-buffer.
In our algorithm, two versions of the
same design may be available for reading. The
first version is the final design released for
manufacturing or the last design checked for
correctness. The other is the most recent working
copy of the design (prewrite design). However,
after the final version of the design is produced,
prewnte version of the design will be no longer
available. That is, after the final design is
released, a read transaction can not access its
prewrite design. Also, the independent writing
on these two different versions of design are also

the requirements of these new transactions has
also been shown in [12,13]. Also, some of the
proposed algorithms [14,15] to manage longduration transactions do not rely on
serializability [1,2] and therefore, uses M e m t
correctness criterion.
In this paper, we present a new
transaction model using prewrite operations
[ 16,17,18] to increase co~hcurrency during
transaction processing in design databases.

2. Overview of Our Transaction
Model
We use a prewrite operation [16,17,18] before an
actual write operation is executed on design
objects to increase the potential concurrency. A
prewrite operation makes available the model cf
the design that the ob-ject will have after the
design is finally produced. A prewrite operation
does not make the design but only provides the
model or the picture of the design (including its
dimensions, colour combination etc.) a
transaction intends to make in future. Once the
prewrite design of a transaction is announced, the
associated transaction executes a pre-commit
operation. After the transaction has finally
produced the design (for which the prewrite
design has been announced), it commits. A read
transaction can read the prewrite design before the
pre-committed transaction has produced that
design. The prewrite design is made available for
reads after the associated transaction has executed
a pre-commit but before it has been committed.
Hence, prewrites increase concurrency as
compared to the environment where only read
and write operations are allowed on design
objects.
Once a transaction has announced a precommit, it is not allowed to abort. This is due
to the following reasons. First, it will help in
avoiding cascading aborts [l] since the prewrite
design has been made available before the
transaction has finally produced the design and
committed. Second, it is desirable for a longduration transaction so that it does not lose all
the design work at finishing stage in case there is
an abort or a system failure. To accomplish this,
a pre-commit operation is executed only after all
the prewrite log records are stored on stable
storage. Once write operations start, each write
log is also stored on stable storage. Thus, in
case of a failure after pre-commit, there is no need

of executing rollback (undo) operations. The
recovery algorithm has to at the most redo those
operations (using the prewrite logs and the write
logs) whose effects are not there on stable
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3. A nead and prewrite do not conflict as they
operate on different buffers; read operates on
write-biuffer whereas prewrite operates on the
pnwrite-buffer.

not allowed. Therefore, our algorithm is different
from the multiversion algorithm [l]. In the
multi-version algorithm, versions are not visible
to users and versions can be read and written
independently.
We have used two phase locking
algorithm to control concurrent operations.

Concurrency
Algorithm
3.

The folllowing is the conflict detection matrix :

Control
read
no

eo

In our concurrency control algorithm, we
assume that the users explicitly mention prewrite
designs in their transactions. Also, a read
transaction explicitly specifies whether it wants
to access the prewrite design or the final design.
That is, whether the read transaction wants to
access the working copy of the design to be
completed and produced later or it only wants to
access the final design to be released for
production. After the prewrite design is made, a
transaction executes a pre-commit operation.
After the correspondmg design is finally
produced, a transaction commits.
In order to design a concurrency control
protocol, we first analyse the conflicting and nonconflicting operations in our model. The
following operations on the same design object
conflict :
1. Two prewrites conflict since two prewrite
design for the same object can not be announced
at the same time in the same prewrite-buffer. It
produces a prewrite-prewrite type of the conflict.
2. A prewrite operation conflicts with a pre-read
operation since pre-read returns the value from
the prewrite-buffer whereas prewrite changes the
contents of the prewrite-buffer. Therefore, it will
generate a conflict of the type pre-read and
prewrite.
3. Two writes conflict since both of them will
modify the same design object at the same time.
This will generate a write-write type of the
conflict.
4. A write operation conflicts with a read
operation since the read retums the value from
the write-buffer. and a write changes its contents.
Therefore, it will generate a conflict of the type
read and write.
The following operations, in general, do not
conflict :
1. A pre-read operation (to read a prewrite
design) and a write operation do not conflict. A
write operation operates on the writehEer
whereas a pre-read operates on the prewrite-buffer.
2. A prewrite and write conflict do not conflict as
prewrite and writes operate on their respective
buffers.

no

4. Labcking Protocols
Our concurrency control protocols are based on
two phase locking [1,2]. The protocols based on
locking delay the execution of conflicting
Operations by using read-locks for read and preread operations, prewrite-lacks and write-locks
for prewrite and write operations, respectively.
Two plhase locking requires a transaction to
acquire all locks before releasing any locks. We
have the following locking rules in order to
control the concurrent operations such that two
conflicting operations should not get their locks
at the same time.
1. If a lprewrite-lock is held by a transaction, no
other tiransaction can acquire a prewrite-lock or
read-lock for pre-read (to read the p r e d t e
value).
2. If a transaction acquired a write-lock, no other
transaction can acquine a write-lock, or a readlock for a read operation (to read the fitlal
design).
3. When a transaction holding a read-lock (either
to read a prewrite or write value), other
transadions can hold read-locks.
4. Once a transaction announces a preammit,
all its prewrite-locks are converted to write-locks.
5. If a transaction is holding a prewrite-lock,
other tiansaction can hold a write-lock as they
operates on different buffers. However, since a
prewrite-lock is never released but it is converted
to a write-lock. Thewfore, it may result in a
write-write conflict. If we have used a prewritelock and write-lock separately, we can not =lease
a prewrite-lock before acquiring a write-lock
because:of two phase locking condition.
To deal with such a situation, we
propose: two solutions.
0
A prewrite-lock is; updated to a write-lock
prolvided no ConfHicting locks are held by
other trannsactioris on the comspnding
data objects. Otheiwise, transactions have to
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wait in an ordered queue to convert their
prewrite-locks to write-locks.
e
To use ordered-shared locking [20] with
some modifications. We allow prewrite a d
write operations of the two transactions T I
and T Zto operate concurrently by acquiring
respective locks in an ordered fashion. That
is, if a write-lock is acquired by a transaction
T I then a prewrite-lock can be acquired by
transaction Tz. We allow the prewrite
operation to execute before the write
operation. This is an improvement over
ordered-shared locking [20] where the
operations must execute in the order the
ordered-shared locks are acquired. Once the
prewrite-lock of T2is converted to the writelock, the two write operations of the
transactions are executed in the order their
are acquired.
Another
write-locks
improvement over [20] is that transaction Tz
can commit before T I . In [20], the
transactions with ordered-shared locking are
allowed to commit in the order they
obtained their locks.
6. When a transaction is committed or aborted,
all its locks are released.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a transaction
model using prewrite operations to increase
concurrency in design database environment. Our
transaction model provides more concurrency as
model of the designs are made available to donly transactions before the designs ~ I C finally
produced. We have designed the locking
protocol for controlling the concurrent conflicting
operations in our model. Our model provides no
undo type of recovery [16] in case of transaction
aborts. We are studying this model in mobile
database and work-flow environments.
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